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lHE f\0\JEL BY fW'{ OlHER Nfl/t£ 
by 

Kyalo Mativo 

If it were not for its delirious quality 1 Theoretical and 
Historical Forms in and of the Novel (Towards a Theo:ry of Narra
tivity and M::>dality) by Ntongela Masilela1 (Vfahamu VII, No. 2) 
would not require anything m::>re than a casual glance. 

The article tells us that "the novel" - and we shall dis
rover for ourselves what that neans - "like any other li tera:ry 
object (?!) " has in its lifet:ilre a~ different fonns . 'nlese 
incluie the Greek epic, ~ R:.Jman epic , the Italian novella and 
the French novelle. But then we find out that the novella • s de
velor:mant gave rise to "the novel:" Which am::)\mts to saying that 
"the novel" is a fonn of "~ novel" since ~ novella, like the 
epic and the novelle, are stages of which "~ novel" is one. At 
one point we think we understand that "the novel" appears to be 
a stage of itself. But ••• ah , pardon me, I allrost forgot the 
Hegelian Dialectics by which " the novel" like the abstract Heg
elian absolute idea is a "process of beccming. " In fact, "the 
novel as genre with particular forms .. . is a process of dialecti
cal interfusion or interpenetration •.. " And with that we can 
rest assured that "the novel" is sarething like an idea that 
exists and rroves all by itself , conquering all and sundry. 'lb::>se 
are then the "Theoretical and Historical fonns 'IN' the novel." 
And what "OF" it? Well, there is "'Ihe historical novel ," nark 
you, we are now dealing with "theoretical and historical forms 
of "the novel." So now we have this historical "historical 
novel ," which would sourx1 rrore powerful as HIS'IORICD-HISTORICAL 
(-NESS) (-I'IY) , if you are so inclined, and then there is "the 
psychological mve1." And that's not all. There are "sub-genres" 
of "the novel," "historical," (once again) "gothic" and "psycho
logical ," so that the "sub-genre" of the "psychological novel" 
is a "psychological-psychological novel;" or better still 1 

"PSYCOOI.OGICAir-PSYCHOI.OGICAL." Add your own suffix to taste. 
But these 11 

I Sub-genreS I do not by any Stretch Of the imagination 
exhaust the c:x:rrplex forms of the novelistic genre ," because apart 
fran the elusive forms "the novel" has sanething called "the 
historical problenatic" in its "stru::turation." And you can even 
"classify the stru::ture of the novel into two m::Xies, the m::>ne>
logical structure of the h:::lrophonic novel, and the dialogical 
structure of the polyphonic novel." That is its "nodality." 
And what is its "narrativity?" Well, this "is the system that 
unifies the different variants of the novel; it acts as a rredi
ating !?recess between the tatporal and the spatial dim:msion ..• " 
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And what is a crooodile or a hi~ or a water-buffalo Ol 

a rhinocerous? " .. . .. it is a dialectical rrovement that gives ex 
herence , precision and wroleness to the s~ural organizatior 
of the oovel." And verily, verily I say l.IDto you, "A narratiVI: 
process is a systan whose l.IDity of action is governed by mJVe
ment of the ta"cporal and spatial dimensioos and is, therefore , 
constituted by the chrooological and ron-chronological soocessj 
rrovem:mt of time within the spaae of the novel. " 

Sanehc:M, sanewhere you get the feeling that you are beil 
told sarething, and you laxM this sarething is about "the rx:lVe. 

But what is it? What is this inCCilprehensible sarething that 
is nore difficult to detect than the Russian MiG 25? Slrldenly 
you realize that "Theoretical and Historical Forms IN and OF tl 
oovel, " like "the novel" itself is a "process of becaning, a fc 
that is ProBLEMATICAL without having a prd:>lematic. ( ! ) " ObvioJ 
we will get rxJWhere by trying to disrover what we are being tOl 
here . What, therefore, the autb:>r purports and fails to tell 
can only be unearthed from the original sources on which the 
author 's academic mentors base their analyses of "the novel." 
But it is necessary first of all to straighten out sare inportJ 
technical t:enr5 which in the "Theoretical and Historical Fonns 
are misused. 

"The novel, like any other literary object, is CXll'lSti 
by the unity and the continual transformation of cxmtent into 
form and form into content." 

'!he key words are "transformation," "fonn" and "cxmten-o 
As they appear here it is difficult to discern their neani.ng. 
What is then neant by form and content as they are used in art 
and literature? The art fonn of a literary work refers to ~ 
bols or socially recognized valoos. These constitute su::::h faa 
tors as syntax and traditional features such as the rigid four 
teen lines of the Shakespearian sonnet arranged in the order 
ab, ab, cd, cd, ef, eg, gg . The tonal scale of the western 
ic is another exanple of art form. The different kinds of the 
African dnm-beating can serve as an illustration. A certain 
African people have two types of drutming . one type is per
famed by beating the drums at a high tenpo in a strictly de
fined formation which requires agility and an energetic IrOVeilV: 

The rapid succession of the drum-beat and the explosive, but 
restrained, intensity it produces finds its expression in the 
dancers' equally energetic agile novement. This form of dru'lt: 
ming is performed by young people, because their bodies are bE 
suited to the demands of the drum-beats. The other type is le 
demanding. The beats are slc:M, and their succession is punctc 
ated by long pauses . The drtlnirers can even afford to relax ali 
hun a tune to themselves . Even the drums are shaped in such a 
way that the drumers have to sit on them. This form of drun 
beating, needless to say, is designed for old waren wro have 
only to shake their shoulders on a fixed spot. All these are 
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socially recognized values in dances involvl.n] druns. And, of 
oourse, they have mdergane m:my rrodificatialS over time. 

The oontent of a work of art, an the other hand, refers 
to the sd>ject natter, the naterial for which the fonn exists . 
In the case of the b«> types of dnm-beating, the art fonn of 
type one correspcnds to happy llX)()(Js and jubilant feelings cxm
bined with anxiety , all of whidl are prqlert.ies of youth. '!be 
content for this type of m:x:ld tends to be shown of one's own 
FbJsical ability in front of a partner of the opposite sex. '!he 
seoond type is associated with pride of experience whidl need not 
be physically daronstrated to be real, but rather talked about 
in a relaxed m:x:ld; hence, the singing. '!be fox:m, therefore, 
suits this oontent. Biologically speaking, the fox:m and content 
of a work of art relate to one another as the bone-stnlcture of 
the h\Illall body - or of an aninal or bird for that natter - to 
the flesh and blood. Ccntent and fonn of a work of art are soc
ially detennined values, and as such .indispensable to ooe another. 
Transfonnation , on the other hand, pertains to dlange of fonn 
and oontent; that is to say, it defines the property and ooncept 
of fox:m and oontent. When a thing undergoes transformation, and 
if that transformatioo is a linear one , e . g. , it if does not in
volve change of elements whidl constitute the thing, it does not, 
thereby, lose its essential dla.racteristics. In higher nathe
rratics, for exanple, linear transfoxrna.tion is a transitioo fran 
a given set of values to another set in stdl a way that the 
values of the old set aCX}Ui.re a new expressioo in tenns of the 
new. To put it in another way, the new set of values eJq:>resses the 
oid. The old lives in the new and the new in the old. This neans 
nothing roore than the CXll'lCept and the property of these b«> sets 
of values are associated with, if not sjmilar to, one another. 
'lhey differ only in their nagnitu:le, in their coefficients, e.g., 
the letters denoting their quantity. '!be result of this kind of 
transformatioo is a set of values whose justificatioo for exis
tence is maintaining the essential elenents which nade up the old 
set. That is to say, the frane-work, the features and even the 
arrangement of the old set are left intact. (We shall see later 
ho.l this principle applies to Africa in relatioo to the West.) 

If I change clothes ei~ because I am e>cpecting visitors 
or because I am going to a party or because it is cold , or even 
because I want to play soccer, that Cbes not dlange me into 
5Cmi!body else. I nay look different in different clothes , but 
the clothes can' t either make me grc::M a beard if I am haitless, 
or grCM a belly or lose one, or aCX}Ui.re a deeper voice if It¥ 
natural one is like that of a billy-goat. I remain essentially 
the sane person with each set of clothes which has to be of the 
same size to fit me. Even when a chairel.eon changes colour, it 
remains the old self-same dlameleoo in the new colour. One roore 
exanple and -we shall be throUJh. In 1765, Gennany made technical 
inprovements of the gun which resulted in the shortening of the 



barrel so that it could be nore easily and accurately ai.Ired. 
This inproverrent fell out of synchronization with the militarj 
tactics of the t:irre, with the hitherto accepted form of fightj 
'llle old tactics, there£ore, had to be changed to correspond tc 
the new type of weapon. The form had to change in order toe= 
press the new content. This rreant introducing irregular fonllj 
tions instead of the old ordered line. '!he result was a lin~ 
transformation of the German arii!i· Linear because technical l 

proverrents of the gun and the corresponding change of tactics 
not change the German arii!i either into the British or the Fret 
or the Russian arii!i· It rerrained Germm , but this t:irre bettE 
arrred. But what does all this have to do with "the novel?" 

Let us look back at our question flXltll '"theoretical and 
Historical Fonns." •The novel . . .. . is constituted by the unity; 
the continual transformation of content into form and fonn in 
content.'' In the first place, transformation is a result of d 
of form and content; it is the effect of that change . It doe: 
not itself belong to the set of valoos in which change is takJ 
place. It is rather the phencrrenon, the fact that change has 
taken place; a condition of change, much in the sane way we Sl 

"it is hot, it is raining, the sun is shining, " etc. etc. in c 
scribing the change of weather. Secondly, cxntent does not 
change into form or form into content in the sense that each 
exists in shape of the other . Military tactics cannot chang 
to weapons nor the weapons into the tactics . X i s not and caJ 

not be Y as a symbol, that is, as a sign. But X can be e>cp~ 
in tenns of Y and and Y in tenns of X. Military tactics are 
given their valoo by suitable weapons and wecq:x:ns by suitable 
tactics. In short, form and content infloonce one another, ~ 
can be expressed in the other, but they do not take the s~ 
each other. 

N:M there is a specific relation between cxntent and fi 
which can be disrupted under socially abnormal conditions. W 
of art, and this inclwes "the novel , " have validity in the s 
context in which they are found since their form and content 
themselves social products in the sense that they reflect the 
reality of the society in question. '!he dlange of reality ne 
sarily rreans change of "art , " beca~e the traditional vallES 
the old society fall out of favour of the reality just taking 
place. Under certain conditions, the content of art and lite 
ture may change without a corresp:mding change of form. This 
happens when, for exanple, owing to the camercialization of 
"art" and "literature," a rift occurs between the camercial 
tent and the traditional social formulations whidl have been 
existence as art fonns. When this happens, there can be no 
question of "continual transformation of oontent into fonn 
form into content." The old social formulations are si.nply 
dr~ed by the new irrlividualized art "content" and lose~ 
This leads to formlessness of art and literature whidl in ~ 
led to Dadaism and Surrealism and the Existensialism of Jean-
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Paul Sartre, that philosopher of isolated J:x:mrgeois individualism. 
For as Cllristopher Catilwell puts it, "only tlx>se things are rec
ognized as art fonns whidl have a cxmscious social ftmction. "1 

Now what is "the novel?" Ah, "the novel."· novella, novelle, 
novellino, novellus, novus. Take your dloioe. It's an Italian 
word after all. It existed in Italy in the Thirteenth century as· 
the "novella" where a 'oollect.i.oo of tales called I1. Novellino was 
cmposed. Franoesex> da Barberino (1264-1348) connected with 
these tales was the first re<x:lgllized "novelist" in the West, 
fo~ by Giovanni .Bocx:ac:cio wlx>se Fi'Liaopo aweared in 1339, 
and Deaameron in 1348. In Japan, 1004 A.D. we hear of Genji 
Monogatani originated by a wonan by the nane Murasak.i no Shildbu. 
In China, during the N:>rthern S1.mg Dynasty (960-1127 A. D. ), 
Water Margin. 2 So that was "the novel" at the various "rrarents 
of i ts origination. " But aooording to the "'nleoretical and 
Historical Fonns," "the novel" existed as the Greek epic and 
later as the lbnan epic. Now the Greek epic was a result of 
collective chanting at the rise of Greek military dynasties. 
And this chanting was derivative of the rnil'letic rite of the 
earlier tribes whidl preceded the military aristocracy. As epic, 
whether in Greece or in !One, the sl.bject matter (oontent) and 
the m:mner of executing that CX>l'ltent (fonn) had nothing to do 
with "the novel" as we carre to Jmow it. '!he Greek chanting was 
perfol:Ired to celebrate victory in war, 3 and as such, COUld riot 
handle the social aspects connected with "the novel" that at 
any r ate didn't exist in Greece or lbre in their respective epic 
periods. 'lb assert, therefore, that "the novel as a literary 
form (what else oould it be?) .. . . develq?ed fran the Greek epic" 
is as false as saying that the tractor develq:Jed fran the hoe, 
m; that the notor vehicle gr61l fran the horse. For the tractor 
neither existed as a hoe nor the notor vehicle as a oorse. Rat
her·, with the developrent of agriculture on one hand, and of 
indust.t:y on the other, the hoe and the oorse were rendered in
effective and as archaic and cbsolete as "origination. n 'Dleir 
replacerrent by the tractor and notor vehicle was an historical 
necessity. So also was that of the epic by "the novel" when 
the social structure - necessarily eCOilOOli.c and political -
changed, so that the rreans for its reflection, whidl had up to 
a point adequately played a oorrespondingly suitable role, be
care antiquated. 

'lhe literature whidl best expressed the reality of feoo
al ism was poetry. The aggressive and the defensive fonn of 
military power which best reflected the social structure of the 
late middle ages in Europe was chi valcy. And when the advent 
of the city dwellers brought with it reN military techniques 
best suited to their particular way of life, dlivalry lost 
grotmd. It becane an anachronism because its idealism and 
irrationality, in other \-Jerds, its ideological outlook failed 
to re<:x:xJilize the l16ll reality. 4 'Dle nost effective military 
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tactics for the third world ex>l.D'ltries in the present world of 
inq:lerialism is the guerrilla warfare. '!he same is true "IN an 
OF the novel." It was an historical phenc::rteron best suited fa 
the eJ<pression of oonsciousness of the ererging fo.rrt'5 of ~ 
organizations at "the m:m:mts of its origination." I 

So, what is " the novel?" .. • . . "the novel is the l.D'lity o:fi 
LITERARY FORM and HIS'IDRY." 

Ach so! Whose voice is that? 
Georg LUkacs .. •.. ? Honore de Balzac • . • .. ? Jean Jacques 

Rousseau? 
Here! 

In Eighteenth century Europe "the novel" arrived inFra 
in the errperor' s clothes . It had achieved a great deal of suo 
cess and rrodification in the cx:>l.D'ltries it had invaded so far . 
In Spain, it engaged the Spanish literary matador, Miguel de 
Cervantes Saavedra, from whan it received an honorary degree a 
literary excellence. Having himself experienced bitter Pover1l 
and even spent five l.D'lforgettable years in prison in the handS 
of Algerian pirates, Cervantes came to the conclusion that the 
age of chivalry was at an end. The only reality for him was 
that of the dream world, because the actual world was full of 
derrons . '!here was, in the mind of Cervantes, an irreconcilabl 
enmity between the ideal and the real . He found himself ca\Xjh 
in the nether world of this contradiction. And so, by the use 
of "the novel" (for exanple in Don Quixote) he made an attenpt 
to solve the problem for himself and the society he lived in, 
and failed. Thereafter "the novel" went ·to Englarrl where, in 
the first half of the Eighteenth century, a rre.rchant had gone 
bankrupt. The year was 1719 when , having transformed himself 
from an unsuccessful businessman to a political careerist, 
Daniel Defoe published his Robinson Crusoe to speak for and 
defend the interests of his middle-class. Seven years later, 
a clergyman wrote a satire of "l.D'liversal" imrorality. In 
GuUivers Travels , Jonathan ~ift blane:l the defective politic 
eoonomic and social institutions on the inperfection of "man ' s 
nature. " From here, too, "the novel" advanced fozward and 
a_wroached France, which it surrounded arrl :imrediately CX>l1CJUel: 
During the seoond half of the century, Franoois Marie Voltaire 
became possessed of "the novel" and cried "wolf" to feOOalism, 
for example in Candide. 

"The novel" had perforned all these social flD'lctions fq 
the men who drove the European economic cart. But it failed ~ 
offer them a solution to their social problems arising fran tli 
eoonanic structure . And so the century was about to retire 9 
its active historical career with less than honourable disdlal3 
when Rousseau entered the scene and saved it flXllll total disgra 
He took one long glance at the reality of his world and thouglj 
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that he had disex>vered the ai.lnent. '!he trouble with the "world," 
he said, was lack of self-observation, self-reflection. '!he "pre
sent world" had been deprived of its natural essence, and only if 
"man" returned to himself, was it possible to solve man's social 
prcblems. So he gave the order: "Back to Nature." Everybody 
heard that. Balzac heard it, Goethe heard it and so did ~s
toevsky and Tolstoy later on. And Lukclcs? He heard it too, but · 
this tine fmm Balzac. 

Honore de Balzac? 
Here! 

Eighteenth cent':ll=Y Europe SCM "the novel" grCM fran youth 
to early stages of maturity. It was during this tine that the 
antagonism between the individual and his society becarre m::>re 
than ever a "problematic" because the eoonanic structure of the 
rrai.n European oountries had struck a "problematicalness." And 
when "the novel, "as a mirror of this social conflict, reflected 
the reality of the day, it was ooncluded that it was "POO:BLEMATI
CAL 1J1ithout having a problematic. " '!he criterion for "the novel" 
was ncM based on how much of this "problematicalness" it oontained. 
In the early nineteenth century "the novel" dug its roots ~ in 
the fertile ground of European social tunult. Balzac made the 
ITOSt of it. He realised that the old order had ceased to be, and 
a new one was taking its plaoe. He looked on the individaul as 
having neaning only in his capacity as a social agent, that is, 
as a minion of a oonflict between group interests. '!he social 
worth of an individual was, therefore, detennined by the society 
in which he lived. The society, having created everything and 
everybody, was itself then reflected in the minds of nen. '!his 
i~ the oore of Balzac's works. Nevertheless, he regarded the 
society of which he was a Illa'lt>er, as a nightJnare, and capitalism 
as a social disease, but a disease that oould be pathologically 
analysed and medically cured. 'lhat was the nessage of his 
comedie humaine. The real social problem, as he SCM it, was the 
cancerous cut-throat scranble for profits and power. As a 
solution he prescribed the liquidation of the old hierarchy, e.g., 
the nonarchy, the church and the family. In the plaoe of these 
old-fashioned structures, he proposed individualism, free carpe
tititon and unrestrained personal anbition (which explains the 
special high value he has eamea himself on the Anerican canpuses). 
He saw no other way out of the social anarchy of the time other 
than edtcating the aristocracy in the art of rationality and 
realism . By this, he neant grasping the social essence and 
representing it, through art and literature, as it actually was. 

But Balzac was a confused man. on one hand, he willed 
the destruction of the aristocracy; on the other, he regretted 
the fall of feuCialism. In one regard, he adnonished the bourg
geoisie; in the other,. he apologized for it. Fran one stand
point, he "hated" capitalism; fran the other, he defended it. 
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He was, in the literary field, what Jolm Maynard Keynes later 
becarre, for the sarre class, in the eoorx:rni.c sphere . But what 
can be said objectively of Balzac is this: He became aware of 
the fact that ideology was an expression of the material inte 
ests of the social group in pcwer. In political tel:ms , his 
"realism" was far nuch ahead of tine. His syrrpathies were ali 
with the disadvantaged. Nevertheless , hils deepest E!ITOtional 
hypersensitivity was with the nobility. For him, st.ru:]gl e wa 
struggle per se against privileges arrl prerogatives, not his
torically justified struggle, not the struggle of the rightfu 
heirs of human history; tre wrongly dispossessed. All this 
notwithstanding, the fact that he was forced to admit the nee 
sity for the fall of his beloved nobility, arrl was CX)llvinced 
that the future belonged to the oppressed, this fact was what 
Engels described as the "greatest triurph of realism, " whidl 
not of Balzac's making, but of objective historical cxmdition 

This point needs to be errphasized because l ater Lwcs 
misunderstood it and made it the basis for his Theory of Rerl, 
tion , from which grew a rotley of "theories" such as "Histod 
forms in and of the novel. " Based mainly on Balzac ' s works , 
theory grew that an artist oould lend his artistic syrrpathies 
to a just cause while at the same time, not only remaining al 
fran any struggle designed to realize that cause, but actuall 
participating in activities inimical to it. '!his line of thi 
ing is everywhere evident in the academic product of bourgeoi 
"Marxists" who have fonred themselves into a oonvoy of intell 
tual pauperism. '!hey are even trying to internationalize the 
disgrace in "journals" like the New Left Review. No wonder w 
read from " ''lheoretical and Historical Fonns' : The ronologi 
structure of the harophonic (?) novel is static and does not 
facilitate an authentic interaction between itself , history ~ 
ideology. It is dcminated by the author ' s ideological vision 
which does not make possible the linkage with the processes o 
history . " Indeed! We shall return to this "problaratic" soo 
Before then, let's follow "the novel" a little further in lts 
last leg of its tedious journey as a "unity of LITERARY FO~ 
and HIS'IDRY. II 

A fusion of Balzac's "realism" and Rousseau' s "natural 
found expression in the Geiman Sturm und Drang5, the so-calle 
"Geniezeit. " Goethe, who was in one way or other oonnected 
with this philosophy of "living with and acoording to the la\'l 
of society" taught that the criterion for the cultural achiev 
ment of an individual artist should be based on his integratl 
into that society . (Like the illusory idea of "world go~ 
of Solzhenitsyn, Goethe flil::ted with that of "world literatut 
'!he danand that one should integrate oneself with the society 
necessarily ~t, for Goethe, cooperation with it. It never 
occurred to him that peaceful solutions to problems existing 
between the oppressor and the oppressed cannot be achieved un 
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the tenns of the forner. But -it nust" be said in favor of Goethe 
that he was advanced in his thinking in that he pin-J;X>inted the 
fruitless attercpts of the :rcmmtic world to try to find solutions 
to social prcblems by means of intellectual self-exile fran the 
society where the prcblems existed. In Die Leiden des jungen 
Werthers6, nevertheless, he ends up making the existing J;X>litical 
and eooncmi.c structure of his society an amripotent and infallilile 
power with which one had to c:.oc::perate or lose validity. (Later 
we shall see lXM an African writer, who may or may rxJt have read 
Goethe, s.truck a similar rxJte.) 

Bebreen 1830 and 1850, "the novel" acx;rui.red an unprece
dented i.nportance. And for a good reason. It was the time of 
revolutions in Europe. "'lie novel" ceased to be "the novel" as 
such. It becarre "the social novel." In ~land, for exanple, 
where eoonanic developrent was nost advanced, "the social novel" 
became a means of explaining the social "prcblematic." For a 
while, at least in Englarrl, the "p~lematic" was not regarded 
as "the novel's" property. '!here was sane notion in rren's minds, 
thou:Jh still a misty cne, that the culprit lay elsewhere. It 
is during this time that we meet peq>le like Disraeli and Dickens 
woo never wrote anything which did not concern itself with a 
current social question nark. "'lie social novel" became an 
instrunent for ridicule, censure, condatmation, a:mtenpt and 
protest. The "naturalism" and "realism" of mainland Europe 
were not quite in keeping with the reality of the England of 
183D-50. Here there was need for a real solution to problems 
of tre suffering of the apprentice, of the hanCiolorker and of 
the petty rrerchant. And when <llarles Dickens appeared on the 
scene and expressed these feelings, tears were shed and chests 
beaten. Fran a pulpit of I!Oral indignation, he preached to the 
rongregation Cbwn below against the sins of cruelty, of heart
lessness, of the evil rich, of the legal injustice to the poor 
and of lack of consideration by the institutions. And all 
responsible for these anti -social practices, he sent to hell 
by the stroke of his quill. In this sense, he can be regarded as a spokesman for the oppressed, a man of the people, in a way, 
and a radical. But like his predecessors and a:mtercporaries , he 
rever understood the cause of the evil he was so much up and 
against, nruch less define the course of the cause to which he 
had lent his creative power. For hlm, it was struggle against 
evil over destiny. 

After 1851, England entered the sphere of the "workshop 
of the world." The workers' conditions inproved a little, and 
all the fever of the 30's and the 40's responded favourably to 
a dose of capitalist quinine. A sense of slurrber, indifference 
and passivity hovered over all like a truly British ghost, and 
"the social novel" transforned itself back to "the novel." George 
Eliot carre in, 'lbackez:y carre in, Trollope carre in, and none of 
then wrote a single "social novel" in the real sense of the word. 
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They turned to rroral problems of single individuals am earrte( 

thenselves a mure in the world of "intellectual passion." 

But what England lost Russian gained. It was here in · 
land of the czars that "the novel" began to acquire a specifit 
Jreaning and even took a positive step t.c:Mards losing its qoo · 
tion carrnas. 

The Russian novel started off as "the novel." It had : 
herited much of Rousseau' s naturalism, and occasionally it 'WOj 
peep into the rananticisrn of the far past. But basically the~ 
Russian novel was a "social novel." It blended Balzac's real] 
with the concrete characteristics of the czarish Russia to fo: 
a foam of political and social questions . As Hauser observes, 
"'Ihe connection between the political and the social questio~ 
of the day is here, from the outset, closer than the contarp:>: 
French and English writers. "7 Both FyoCbr Dostoevsky and Iel 
Tolstoy sp:>ke the language of p:>litics. Irari.cally, it was 
Russian novel which, thm:qh arriving late on the scene, achie 
what the Western novel had started but failed to acxx:rrplish. 

In Anna Karenina arrl Brot he:r>s KaPam<mov "naturalism" i 
portrayed at its rrost magnificent glocy, in a manner that ~ 
had never known hitherto. 'Iba political a:mtent is woven arol 
a maze of rrorality and mysticism. Dostoevsky, like Goethe be1 
him, advocated the line of thinking, that the worth of an indl 
dual was to be found within the boundaries of "society." For 
that reason, he oondermed the anancipation of the individaul . 
"society" but ranained tmSure whether "freedcm~/ which he did J 

define clearly, was good or bad. Hence, his religious and n¥J 
cal beliefs to which he took refuge in ti!Tes of StuPm und D1' 
of his personal life. 

Tolstoy tcMed rrore or less the same line. '!be probl 
the oppression of the peasants by the czars and the solution . 
it were his special concern. This solution he found in the ~ 
nunciation of politics altogether. The anancipation of the i.J 
dividual was not a solution but a problem, because it smacked 
anarchy. The real freedom lay in an orderly socially sanctioj 
structure. "The anancipation of woman," he wrote in Kreutzer> • 
ata, lies not in colleges and not in parliaJTents, but in the bl 
roan."8 Like D::>stcevsky, Tolstoy's world was a religious one1 
which he tried to drag eveJ:Ybody else. But he had the right l 
of attitu:le tcMards the peasant question, up to a point. As i 
said of him, "he associates himself with a popular naJTe in o~ 
to increase his political capital. "9 And it cannot be denieaJ 
that he had, and still has, a universal significance as an ar1 

this is the key point in understanding the character of the 
Russian novel as personified in Tolstoy. In expressing the p1 
of the peasants, their hopelessness in the face of brutal exp 
tation, sanewhere along~ way, he sturoled upon a heap of f 
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inoonsistencies which, in turn, sought to make themselves heard 
through him willynilly. And so , once again, even in Russia, even 
a great artist, a nonurental figure in the world of literature 
had failed in the end to analyse the social content of his CMn 

works. He, therefore, failed to see any practical solutions to 
the peasant question. 'Ibis ability to see through a fog of 
social chaos was left to one Russian writer. 

In his novel Mother, published in 1906, Maxim Gorki des
cribes the life of a working nother, Pelageja Nilovna, who joins 
a group of workers and revolutionary intellectuals for the purpose 
of struggling to overt:hrow czarism. In the course of the novel, 
all the factors associated with revolutions are portrayed without 
a single trace of romanticism. Every su::cess brings along with 
it the seeds of its CMn possible reversal; every failure , elenents 
of i ts CMn imninent opposite; every step forward, a frustrating 
opposing force; etc. The analysis of the worker's rroverrents , the 
suffering, the resignation, the slc:M develcprent of the process 
of learning, all this testifies to the cnnplete awareness on Gorki ' s 
part, that the Russian novel had a clearly defined progressive 
flm.ction to perform. He shows, for exanple, heM slc:M a process 
class-oonsciousness is anong the factory workers, heM difficult 
the political agitation anong the peasants and row distrustful 
of one another the city-workers are. With Gorki "the novel" be
care, in a social function under concrete socially defined con
ditions, not an anorplx>us "novel" that either keeps on "beo::xn:i..ng" 
oobody knc:Ms what, or even an all-enbracing "social novel" that 
is and is not what it wants and does not want to be, which is 
nothing; but in this case, the Russian rovel without question 
marks. we shall see soon heM another non-academic writer rescued 
"the novel." But before we leave the European scene, lastly, we 
cure back to Georg Lukacs, alas! 

In his Widerspiege lungs theorie ('llleory of Reflection) , 
IAlk.{cs makes gcxxi use of Balzac ' s "realism." He takes as his 
point of departure what he calls the category of "Besonderheit" 
(particularity, peculiarity or even "specivity"~ as denoting the 
right kind of reflection. Another coefficient of this reflection 
is what he terms "the type" ('!YPuse) , which he defines as "the 
central category and the criterion of realistic concept of lit
erature : the type in relation to character and situation ..... a 
peculiar synthesis which organically enbraces the general and 
the individual. "10 Hear the similarity? 'llle voice? "The proble
rratic?" Well all he means to say is that , in literature, an 
artist's artistic content can reflect a reality which is in a 
way independent of the artist.' s particularity (Besonderheit) of 
his life. In other words, the artist's oonvictions, which are 
revealed and reflected in his works, do not necessarily demand 
of him to live up to them. What is reflected in the artistic 
expressions of the artist and what actually goes an in his specific 
way of life, need not have a cx::rmon denan:inator. One is only 
aesthetic, the other actual. 
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Ren'eiTber Balzac? When in 1888, in a l etter to a Miss 
Harlmess, Engels said, "the realism which I am talking about, 
can even take place in spite of the views of the autlx>r"ll refi 
ring to Balzac, he 'rreant that, in spite of Balzac ' s passionate 
syrrpathy for the robility, he knew that their future was at an 
end, and told them so. Engels says that Balzac was forced to g 
against his CMn class synpathies by painting a glOOJT¥ but rea1 
istic political picture for the merrbers of that class. For 
Lukc\cs, therefore, this rreans that the historical trend that fo 
you to give a realistic portrayal of the events emanating 
fran it, does not at the scm:! time force you to choose and liv 
up to a political line wlxlse goal is the realization of that 
trend. In other words, either you are like a tree wl'x>se branc 
can bend in the direction of the wind while the trunk remains 
finnly fixed on the ground; or like the head of a hen whidl st 
put no matter whidl way the main body may nove . 'Ibis line of 
thinking is quite in keeping with the needs of the IOOdem l:x:rur 
geois "Marxists, " those who laud wide and far the power of "til 
novel. " No wonder then , having scratched all over in search c 
a way out of this academic quagmire, they have no alternative 
but to anrounce "To a Marxist then, the problematical-ness of t 
rovel is the product of the simultaneous carplex nexus of o:nt 
dictory relations betwten it and history (there you are, "the 
novel" and "history" are independent of one another ; hence, th 
contradiction between than) , ideology and history of fonns . " 
Which sinply neans: ideology and "history of fonns ," e . g . , thE 
frarre-work on whidl "the novel" is based, are constant, given 
once for all; and with the varying nature of ideology , you cail 

expect an insurnoun~le ' problematicalness' IN and OF the 
novel." What these "Marxists" fail to understand is that the 
ideological content of any work of art worth the nane, and th 
fonn in which it is expressed are intertwined values . If one 
changes without the other, the thing disintegrates into "the 
norological structure of the harophonic," and "the dialogical 
structure of the polyphonic rovel , " in whidl case you might a:: 
well abolish "the novel." like the wise Airerican wtx> has pro 
to abolish the winter to avoid another energy "problematic. " 

tbw, one nore shot at Lukacs before we leave him wall 
ing in his discredited 'l'heory of Reflection . It is obvious tl 
those who base their "theories" of literature on this theory, 
are unaware that I.ukacs has long had his loose intellectual 
feathers plucked by a fellow country man , Jozsef ~. who · 
the .Lukacs Discussion of 1949.; reduced him to his diminutive 
size: 

'1'he possibility of Balzacish discrepancy resulted 
from the fact that one could criticize capitalism 
from a romantic reactionary political stand-point 
precisely because it was~ in a contradictory manner 
advanced compared to feudalism. Genuinely progress. 
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world outlook aan never be a drag of a full all
around representation of reality . Only the 
bourgeois-liberal world outlook aan stand in the 
way of the representation of reality, on aaaount 
of its apologetia aharaater whiah disguises or 
palliates the aontradiations of aapitalism.l2 

And with that we c:are to the end of this unproductive, tiring 
journey of "the novel." After centuries of faithful service in 
E\liq)e during which "the novel" noved fran one oountry to another 
administering doses of social therapeutics, all it received fran 
its clients as a reward for its pains was an academic "prcblema
tic." So where 00es it go from here7 · The personal tragedy of 
Nixon had its prelOOE! in the life of "the novel" long before 
Watergate. And the \IIOrds of a dying king are not prerogative of 
a fallen president alone, but also that of the fallen "novel." 
So OCM both can say, each in his CMn detenn:i.ned nanner, " I don ' t 
Jmo..T what the future brings, but whatever it brings, I ' 11 still 
be in there fighting. "13 For "the novel" that future c...oo soon, 
and indeed it was there fighting. 

tra- For a clear understandi.n;J of the role of "the novel;' if 
any, on the African continent, it is our misfortune to have to 
return nanentarily to that unmly alliance bet::ll.'een "fonn," 
"oontent" and "transformation." We have seen that transforna
tion describes a state of being, that is to say, a oondition re
sulting fran a change of a given set of values. If the values 
being changed are s:inply eJCpressed in terms of the new values, 
then we refer to this type of tr.ansfornation as linear. It is 
nCM time to introduce a new element to this concept, which is 
indispensable to a proper analysis of African art and literature 
m gena:-al and to "the novel" in Africa in particular. 

Non-linear transfonnation of fonn and oontent occurs when 
the basis of q>eration (one may even speak of a base in military 
terms) , that is, in the case of "the novel" when the principle 
behind which change has to take place itself changes. 'Ibis 
basis involves the political and e<Xll'Olri.c background, oonstituting 

,_ the social structure whose reality it is the business of "the 
t novel" to reflect. Just as in mathematics, basia transformation 

takes place when linearly independent elenents (actually this 
is the precise language mathematicians use) undergo change in 
such a way that, instead of eJCpressing the new and old values 
in t ems of one another as in the case of linear transformation, 
a set of totally new values cx:rnposed of totally new elements 
emerges, so does genuine transformation in social life take 
place only when the political and econanic background itself 
changes. (This is nothing new to "Marxists" ) If !'lOW we awly 
this a:mcept on "the novel" in the African rontext, the analogy 
is cntplete . 
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If "the novel" is a social produ::t, albeit a rrental one 
and the reality of this society is reproduced in a fictional f 
in "the novel" then "the novel" in Africa has had its share of 
"problematicaJness." The social background, and, therefore , t 
basis from which "the novel" in Africa has taken off has been 
aJ.rrost totally European. Take, for example , the so-called "CAl 
Market" which has been hailea as · . "~ lit~ature for the masse 
in Nigeria. The influence of British literature is manifested 
ih such titles as Aliae in the Romance of Love (by Thcmas Iguli 
patterned after Shakespeare ' s Romeo and Juliet and Tribius and 
FoZida (Uzoh), taking after Troilus and Cressida also by Shake 
peare. l4 Here British art fom and content whidl are out and 
British social products, and not even of a nodern Britain at t 
are directly ilTposed on a totally different set of social valu 
The result is not a tragedy , but a farce. Given the reality o 
ooloniali.sm, this oan be S}'lll)athetically regarded as inevitabl 
The oorrplications which "the novel" endured and barely survive 
at its ''m:ments of origination" in Eurq>e were reprodu::ed in 
Africa in a quadratic fom. Senghor, who wrote mainly poetry, 
came down in 1947 with a mental case of ancestor worship , whic 
he baptized "negritu:le , " wrose theire was basically going back 
the natural state of being African, just like lbusseau' s "na~ 
ism" and the German "storm and stress. " Negritude achieved its 
climax in 1961 with L'Aventure Ambigue by Cheikh llmi.dou Kane, 
which tells of a young nan woo is finally destroyed by the for 
of the all-pcMerlul. and infallible "negritu:le" when he fails t 
beoone the chief of his people . RareTber Goethe in Die Leiden 
des jungen Werthers? '!he similarity of the rressage and even of 
the titles of these two works (L 'Aventure Ambigue - The Ambigu 
Adventure; Die Leiden des jungen Werthers-The Passionate Suffe 
ings of the Young Werther)? werther goes beyond traditional 
values of Christianity and is destroyed in the process; Sarrba 
Dialo, the protagonist in L 'A venture Ambigue does the sarre in 
relation to "negrittrle" and rreets with the sarre fate . Anot.heJl 
"French African" writer, Kamara Laye, whose conoem and inclin 
tions had little or nothing to do with "negrittrle , " gives us 
L'enfant noir, which is basically about his childhood in Guine 
before he was uprooted from this background by forces of "node 
ity"; and again The Radiance of the King, about a European man 
who takes what may be described as an ego trip to Africa in se 
of himself. "Psychological," "symbolic," "visionary," have be 
sane of the terms used in favour of Kamara Laye . I):)stoevsky a 
others wrote "psychological" novels too . 

"British Africa" which carre a little later in the lite~ 
field produced Jagua Nana (1961) by Cyprian Ekwensi and Blade 
Among the Boys (1962) by Onuora Nzekwu as sOire of the best 
of what carre to be kna.-m as the "search for the African person 
Eyewitnesses ~rt that no such thing has been found in the 
African literazy jungle; and you can be assured, that none wil 
be as long as the searchers oontinue to use borrowed weap:>ns a 
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technique. '!be much lauded Chinua Achebe is no exception to 
this rule. In his novel No Longer at Ease for exanple, he pa.ys 
tribute to Graham Greene and Evelyn Waugh by inserting an open 
discussion of The Heart of the Matter (Greene) and A Handful of 
Dust (Waugh) • 

So clearly "the novel" lives in Africa and suffers fran 
similar indignities as tlx)se it had oantacte:i in Europe. What
ever else is not visible in "the novel" in Africa, one thing is 
on display: Just as the specifically French language of lbusseau 1 s 
"naturalism" and Balzac 1 s brand of "realism" translated into the 
Geiman Sturm und Drang and later into their Russian varieties, 
so also has the general political and eoonanic life of Europe 
with its corresponding cultural means, manner and substance, 
fmmd expression in the African tongue. But there is this dif- · 
ference: The French social reality differed fran that of contem
{X)r ary Gennany only in degree. In Africa, at least the Africa 
of the 19601 s - not that it has dlanged since then - the econcmic 
st.rocture was a mere reflection of that of the West. It was an 
eooncmic tail of Europe; hence, any cultural expression based 
on this relation was bound to be confused, unconvincing and il
l usory. The contradictory character of "the novel" in Africa 
then and ncM is essentially the definition of that relation. 
Europe undet:Went its :=ultural phases in parallel to its econcmic 
developrrent. Africa becane the ghosthouse of th:! dead culture 
of Europe, and the black rrouth-pieces for it, nere spirits. The 
fact that other African artifacts, such as pottery, sculpture 
and other forms of ~rk, do not suffer fran this general 
rralady is a punitive proof of this. 

. The difference between "the novel" in Africa and African 
artifacts as far as their artistic value goes, lies in the fact 
that the artifacts did not need any outside elerrent for their 
existence. They were expressions of the reality of African 
societies at various phases of developrent fran which they drew 
their flesh and blood. The tools necessary for their creation 
were already in existence and adequate for the purpose of cre
ating them. "The novel," on the other hand, came fran without 
already equipped with its indispensable tools, such as writing, 
reading*, printing and their accessories, all of which were as 
yet not African in origin and developnent. And then the ideo
logical content and the artistic fonn. The "p:rx:blernatic" of 
"the novel" in Africa has its parallel case in the "problematic" 
of the African artifacts in the Western context. The ronnercial-

*Sure enough, Africa had long learned haq to read and write 
before colonialism, e.g., the University of Sankore in Tinbuktu 
at the end of the Fifteenth century. But the developrrent of 
African writing and reading was later destroyed by outside 
forces which then introdoced their kind of learning process, 
which Africa had to adopt. 
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ization of the Kamba wood-carving, for exanple, has met with a 
corJ:eSIX)nding degradation of the artistic essenre of that arti 
fact. With a changed purpose, the justification for its exis
tence as an expression of the Karrba people 1 s meaning of life 
at one point of their history, ceases to be , and with it the 
artifact itself as work of art. It can only continre to live 
as a reprobate, a derelict and an outcast. 

'!he sam: is trre of "the novel" in Africa. The attenpt 
to instill African traditional material into " the novel" has 
done nothing to redeem "the novel" from its eventual dean. Am 
Tutuola 1 s use of traditional African reythologies has met with i 

ironic approval from the West because it reminds the Western 
audience of their M1 sense of artistic "superiority." So Tut' 
finds hj,roself set side by side with Dante apd Btmyan because 
of the similarity of the art between the Palm Wine Drunk<Z!'d, 01 

the one haila, and the Pilgrim's Progress ard Divine Comedy on 
the other. What Tutuola has done is to take the art foxm and 
content of the old past, which expressed the social essence of 
the people fran whan they originated, and with the use of the 
tools of "the novel," recorded them as if they are an aspect o: 
current life. There lies the "problanatic." Btmyan and Dante 
recorded aspects of the then current or previous life. '!he s.imJ 
lari ty of the art fonn in these three works finds explanation 
in the fact that the social structures of the societies fran 
which they arose had an historically detennined base that was 
similar in all three cases. But it does not mean that reythol01 
gies shouldn ' t be recorded in Africa. On the contrary, they 
are us· .ful in stooying the history of the African people; but 
then they should be defined as such fran the outset, not as 
"novels." 

A slightly different tone of "the novel" lias been pro
vided by the South African writers . We have on file such wr~·t 
as Ezekiel Mphahlele, Alex la Gurra, Peter Abrahams and others, 
all of whan have in different ways written about Apartheid and 
similar oppressive political machinery of the South African 
Political conditions being different there , in their historica; 
character, fran those obtaining in the rest of Africa, the Souj 
African writers haven't had the luxury to write "psychological' 
novels . Alex la Guma, for example, has addressed himself 
directly to the economic and social oppression of the African 
people by white supremacy . This is evident in his A Walk in 
the Night (1962) in which he portrays the actual life lived~ 
the African people in a slun of an African "district" in Cape
town . · Even an autobiographical work like ~ahlele' s Down 
Sec6nd Avenue and a "biographical" achievement like Abraham' s 
Mine Boy are all about an tmkna-m but very well kna-m concrete 
African. But even here , "the novel" has reared its ugly head. 
And where there hasn ' t been enough evidence of it, critics ha"' 
woken up from their day-light slumber, drawn out their cri ti · 
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~rds and charged with ungodly fury in defence of His Majesty 
"the oovel. " Thus, Lewis Nkosi attacks his fell CM South African 
writers for failing to learn fran "the masters ." In his own 
\'.Urds : 

If black South African writers have read modern works 
of literature (necessarily European)~ they seem to be 
totally unaware of their most compelling innovations; 
they blithely go on ' telling stories ' or crudely 
attempting to solve problems to which EUropean praa
tioners~ jrom Dostoevsky to Burroughs have responded 
with greater subtlety~ technical originality and 
sustained vigour; and black South Ajricans write~ 
of course~ as though Dostoevsky~ . Kafka or Joyce 
had never lived.15 

In other words, the social backgroum f:ran which Dostoevsky, 
Burroughs , Kafka and Joyce derived their inspiration, i s here 
regarded as the training canp for South African writers if they 
are to achieve "swtlety, technical originality and sustained 
vigour." These ingredients are necessary, for sure, but they 
have neaning only if they are organic detenninants of the set 
of values fran whidl the art work graYS; whidl is heM "the novel" 
in Africa can finally lose its European (Western) enbroidery 
and dress itself up in African rugs. '!hat is the reality of 
Africa today. And in this direction one African writer has taken 
giant steps. 

In Les bouts de bois de Dieu ,Serbene OUsmane tells of the 
workers 1 strikes in 194 7 which brought to a standstill the Dakar
N~ger railway. Bakayoko is a trade unionist leader (who by the 
way has an ideological outlook identical in every way to that 
of Senbene himself). During the strikes his unranantic approach 
to the struggle makes it possible for h:iro to offer a realistic 
leadership. He also kn<::Ms that a leader or leadership is , at 
certain stages of a peq>le 1 s novarent, as necessary as the cap
acity and willingness of the leader to learn fran the members 
of the novarent. He Cbes not regard any success of the strikes 
as an end in itself , or any failure the end of the struggle. 
He sees both these possibilities as a union of positive steps ; 
and one should not rest at the one or resign oneself to the 
pc:1flers that be, at the other. What cx:Jres out at the end is the 
realization by the workers that they have a potential power 
which, if developed and used consciously and properly, that is 
depending on the nature of the struggle , can change their life 
for the better. Maxim Gorki, as we have seen, Irade a similar 
use of the Russian novel in 1906. And as with him, so also 
with sanbene, the nazreless "novel" is transfonred basically 
fran its abstract CXXXlOil into a specific, in this case, African 
oovel , with a specific socially defined role to play within a 
conscious political context. Sanbene is better known as an 
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African filnHnaker, and as in his rovels, he has turned the aJ:r 
stract film to a concrete one. The future of the African novel 
and that of the African film, lies on this road. But as long 
as the African writer has to cperate fran a foreign political 
base, and, therefore, on a cultural basis derived from that ~ 
it is not possible to make a clear break and set off on an in
dependent course that will have any significant effect on the 
African people. And the alternative to Western values can not 
be found in the l:x:Mels of African ancestry, not in the traditic 
ranantic values of the African past whidl. have no social iltp:>rt 
for the oppressed African of the unranantic present. 'lhe only 
possible way ta-lards an African novel is to be found, not on tl 
aesthetic, but on the political and econc:mic , failing that, miJ 
tary battleground. Only, thus, can an African social base be 
created for a c:xmcretely African cultural basis. 

New in the categories of "'lheoretical and Historical Fo1 
in and of the Novel" Sembene would clearly belong to the "11'0110:l 

logical structure of the haoophonic novel. " Ranernber? 'Ibis li 
the category which "is daninpted by the author' s ideological 
vision whidl does not make possible the linkage with the pt'O<::ef 
ses of history." And the writer will tell you in the same brec 
in no less a flpwery dressy language, that Sertilene is the great· 
est African fi1nHnaker. Heh! It is as if, as a filnHnaker, 
Sesrbene be<x:.lles capable of the "dialogical st.nx::ture of the 
polyplxmic (film?)" and loses the "pnblenaticalness" of the 
novel ." wrereas, as a novelist, he falls right back into the 
"m:mological structure of the hcrnophonic novel ! " And all this 
fran a "Marxist?" 

Footnotes 
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5. Storm and Stress. The participants were known as "Stiirmar 
und Dranger," "rren of strain and stress," a title of a 
play by F. M. Klinger, one of the founders of the "S. S. " 
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